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MR Design + Drafting is a company 
founded by three driven designers 
who share a strong passion for 
architectural design and construction.

With over 20 years of combined 
industry experience MR Designs 
is a team of dedicated drafting 
professionals who service a client 
base of builders, developers, 
architects and homeowners. We 
work closely with builders, structural 
engineers, town planners and 
certification companies to provide a 
full package service.

Our services include design and 
drafting of new homes, extensions, 
renovations, multi-residential and 
commercial developments. We are a 
registered Building Practitioner through 
QBCC and are insured for Public 
Liability and Public Indemnity.

WELCOME TO
MR.

Embarking on the journey to build, 
renovate or extend your home can be 
one of the most fulfilling experiences 
you can have as a home owner and 
we are here to assist you through 
that journey. Our philosophy is to 
be organised around each client 
relationship. The client’s needs, 
expectations and strategy provides 
the context for each project we 
will carry out together. We believe 
that exceptional design will lead to 
stunning spaces to suit the clients’ 
needs.
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MICHAEL ROSS
Building Designer | Partner | 
BArch

RYAN GROSE
Building Designer | Partner | 
Diploma Building Design

Michael is a founding partner of 
MR Designs and Drafting. Having 
graduated QUT in 2012, he has 
extensive experience across a 
broad range of projects, with his 
early years focused on residential 
design and drafting, then followed 
by time working in a commercial 
fitout company. Today, Michael 
specialises in residential designs such 
as new homes, townhouses and 
Queenslander renovations, in addition 
to his expert knowledge of commercial 
and educational projects.

Michael’s passion for architecture 
began from a young age. He often 
found himself on construction sites 
as his parents always built their 
own homes, which led to Michael 
developing a passion for design and 
architecture. Michael says one of 
the most rewarding aspects of being 
an architect is seeing the end result 

Ryan is a founding partner of MR 
Designs & Drafting and brings more 
than 13 years experience to the team. 
Ryan has worked in established 
design firms across all project types, 
but specialises in townhouses and 
multiple dwellings, new home designs 
and Queenslander renovations, 
bringing his distinct flair to every 
project. 

Design was always an interest 
for Ryan, which developed into a 
passion and profession - a natural 
progression and a perfect fit to pursue 
architecture as a career. Ryan loves 
the idea that he can create spaces 
or designs that would be enjoyed by 
somebody or a family for decades. He 
is continually inspired by the evolution 
of the industry that allows designers 
to create beautiful pieces of livable 
art, where one is only limited by their 
creativity. 

THE TEAM.
accompanied with happy clients. 
Standing in front of a home that you 
designed is extremely satisfying, but 
watching clients’ dreams made into 
reality is priceless. 

Outside of work, Michael enjoys 
boxing, reading and catching up with 
friends and family.

Outside of work you’ll find Ryan trying 
out a new restaurant, travelling and 
sometimes, renovating his own place.

Sandgate Raise and Build

Kilmister New Home

Bennet Raise and Build Ascot New Home

InIndooroopilly New Home

Bondin Raise and Build Hendra Renovation



Auchenflower Renovation

Ascot Renovation

Holland Park Unit Block
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HAYDN RUYSCH
Building Designer | Partner | 
Diploma in Building Design & 
Technology

As the newest partner of the MR
Design & Drafting team, Haydn is
welcomed to the family, with his vast
experience gained in the architecture
& building design industry. He has 
previously worked in award winning 
firms in brisbane over the past decade 
and is always up for new, interesting 
yet challenging projects.
 
Haydn has worked on small and 
large-scale projects throughout QLD. 
With a deep appreciation for traditional 
Queensland architecture, his knack 
for balancing traditional and modern 
design elements is quiet unique, 
Haydn has been involved with and led 
some truly remarkable projects. 

Outside of work, Haydn enjoys 
camping, travelling, and has
visited about 30 different countries 
so far, always looking for the next 
adventure.

THE TEAM.

Project Rendering Examples
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OUR PROCESS.
SITE CONSULTATION

The MR Design team offers a 
FREE site consultation to gain a full 
understanding of your current home/
tenancy and the requirements you 
have, allowing us to provide you with
a customised quote to suit your 
specific needs.

On site we will complete a site 
analysis for key items such as 
layout dimensions, site restrictions, 
views, orientation, and neighbouring 
properties.

Please take full advantage of this free 
consultation, our skills, knowledge and
experience. We are here to help and 
be the perfect partner for your design 
project. Plan with confidence, design 
with style and expertise.

THE PROCESS

As Building Designers, we are 
typically the first consultant within the 
process prior to the commencement 
of construction, therefore our service 
includes assisting our clients through 
the entire required process up to 
builder handover.

The graphic to the right and the 
following pages explains this process 
in further detail.The icons enclosed 
by a black box represent the services 
that we provide in house,whilst the 
other icons represent the work of 
other consultants whom we can
recommend.

STEP 1.
Free Site Consultation Site Measure Survey by Consultant

(If required)

STEP 2.
Concept Plans

STEP 3.
Design Development

STEP 4.
BA Construction Plans

Builder EsitmatesConsultant Quotes Town planning & DA
(If required)

Engineering Drawing + Soil BA Certification Construction !
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DESIGN PROCESS.
CONCEPT DESIGN

Lets begin! Firstly we will establish 
your project’s parameters before we 
can begin to develop your concepts. 
These will be influenced by project 
scope, budget and your individual 
requirements.

During concept development we will 
investigate a number of ideas. It is 
not unusual to receive a number of 
alternative ideas for your project, as 
we will be thinking about broad issues, 
looking for advantages of the site 
and ways to design more efficiently. 
These alternatives may challenge your 
thinking but we challenge you to be 
openminded and communicate clearly 
about what you do and don’t like, but 
most importantly enjoy the process 
and have fun with it.

As part of this stage our deliverables 
to you include schematic layouts of 
the floor plans and 3D perspectives of 
the proposed concept. This will allow 
you to see a holistic overview of the 
project specific needs.

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Still keeping you in the design 
headspace for this stage, we will 
come together for a design meeting 
to review & discuss the concept plans 
that were presented to you.This is 
the stage where we talk over the finer 
details of the project including the 
look, finishes & budget. In this stage 
we still welcome & encourage new 
design ideas that may have developed 
from your initial review of the concept.

We look forward to hearing your 
thoughts & your review of the concept 
design.

Together we will work through your 
design review & update the concept 
accordingly.

At the end of this stage your will 
receive a plan set that includes 
updated plans as well
as more information such as 
elevations, more 3D imagery & a basic 
section.
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Concept Floor Plan Example
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BUILDING APPROVALS.
TOWN PLANNING  
(DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION) - DA

Town planning is only a requirement 
for your development in certain 
circumstances. A perfect example 
of this would be if you have a 
Queenslander home or house dating 
pre 1946. Another example would be 
the division of your land, both requiring 
a Development Application through a 
town planning consultant.

Generally, pre 1946 homes are 
located within a Traditional Building 
Character overlay and any works 
to the home eg. Partial demolition, 
extensions to the front or sides, ect.
may trigger a DA application.

If this stage is required for your project 
we use the plan set formed in the 

Design development stage to get you 
quotes & signed up with the planners. 
They will then assist you to lodge an 
application to gain you Development 
Approval.

CONSTRUCTION PLANS 
(BUILDING APPROVAL) - BA

At the commencement of this stage 
all design elements have been 
completed, signed off and the project 
is now ready to be documented 
for the use of builders, structural 
engineers & other external consultants 
that may be required for your building 
approval.

This is a very involved process as your 
designers to undertake. We document 
all the little details so ensure that 
the final product is as envisioned by 
your design team and yourself. Your 
chosen engineers will receive the 
design in DWG format to start their
collaboration with us.

As well as everything mentioned 
above this stage also looks at and 
ensure all elements of the design 
are compliant with the National 
construction codes, Australian 
standards & any other relevant codes 
to your project.
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HAPPY CLIENTS + BUILDERS.
“Whether you are looking for the 
traditional or contemporary grand 
design, I am very happy with and 
have no hesitation in recommending 
MR Designs who offer an extremely 
professional and personal service. 
They are knowledgeable and forward 
thinking in their field of design.”

S. Hale Robertson
Ashgrove home-owner

“Michael and Ryan have been an 
absolute pleasure to work with. They 
collaborated closely with other design 
consultants and contractors to ensure 
that all our visions and objectives were 
met. I have been impressed with their 
careful attention to detail and their 
passion for great design.”

J. Kilkenny
Westlake home-owner

Just wanted to take the time to send 
a little message to tell you how much 
the boys and I enjoyed bringing Jon 
and Stef’s renovation to life. You really 
have designed a beautiful family home 
with great spaces and flow. The wow 
factor really is highlighted with the use 
of the double height ceilings in the 
outdoor living space and the creative 
use of glass and structural elements 
and come together in a showpiece 
home.

I know from experience that working 
with an old home on a small block 
can be very limiting from a creative 
standpoint but was very impressed 
with the end product. I look forward 
to any future opportunities working 
with MR Designs and hope you keep 
FergBilt in mind.

Haemish Ferguson
Project Manager & Builder

@MRBuildingDesign

@MR_Building_Design
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CONTACT. Come Say Hi to our team.
Our team is always looking forward to 
meeting you!

Level 1, 194 Sandgate Rd
Albion QLD 4010
Brisbane, Australia

T: (07) 3262 7530
E: admin@mrdesigns.com.au

FOLLOW US!
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